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Methodology

Our methodology includes a thematic analysis of existing DH
curricula and practices through in-depth interviews of alumni/re-
searchers and practitioners from different higher education insti-
tutes in the country. We expect to include scholars from the five
categories of higher education institutions existing in the country,
i.e. central universities, state universities, deemed universities, in-
stitutions of national importance, and state private universities to
explore the evolving DH space in Indian academia. Topics that we
aim to cover are DH curricula across these institutes, courses offe-
red, and credit systems. Purely quantitative studies will not bring
out the insights we seek to understand the complex issues stated
above. However, a comparative analysis of the impressions gathe-
red through our interactions should help develop a holistic picture
of the current status of DH curricula and pedagogy in India. As
we propose a mixed methodology (with the more quantitative data
gathered from secondary sources), we also do not rule out the pos-
sibility of incorporating necessary changes as and when required.
While a lot is being discussed in the literature on recent academic
attention towards DH/ interdisciplinary education in the country
and on decolonisation, direct interviews with practising scholars
and students will offer deeper perceptive inputs on how DH is en-
visaged in the Indian academic context in the years to come. As
our long-term goal, we plan to propose a curricular framework in
DH, with a necessarily learner-centric approach, based on the data
we gather from these interviews. We contend that a bottom-up ap-
proach (i.e. qualitative data forming the basis of theoretical propo-
sitions) will help devise a more inclusive curriculum development.

Conclusion

Menon and Shanmugapriya wrote in “Digital Humanities in In-
dia: Pedagogies, Publishing, and Practices" (2021 that “(t)he in-
troduction to Digital Humanities can, therefore, be an evolutio-
nary process and not a revolutionary one” (442). Our presentation,
thus, will focus on discussing what is conceived of as best prac-
tices in DH (if any) when examined from an institutional view-
point—the possibility of harmoniously bringing together two bi-
nary attitudes in a manner that neither is overshadowed by the
other. We shall also deliberate on the shortcomings of inclining
more towards technical improvisation and thus, specific methods
of inquiry. A study across different institutions will also help us
investigate the cultural mores that predefine an academic institu-
tion in the Indian national context, impacting the DH curriculum
and pedagogy. Furthermore, we shall attempt an overall reassess-
ment of the enterprise of collaboration that forms the backbone of
Digital Humanities.
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Introduction

The 18th century is an important moment in the long history
of authorship and authorship practices whose legacy we are only
now beginning to appreciate (Cronk and Stalnaker 2012). In con-
tradistinction to the myth of the solitary genius (Stillinger 1991),
18th-century writers adopted a wide variety of authorial strategies
in the construction of their works: anonymity and pseudonymity;
collaboration and compilation; citation, non-citation and mis-cita-
tion; allusion, paraphrase and pastiche, etc. (Coleman 2010). The
ERC-funded ModERN project aims to bring the complexities and
contemporary relevance of these textual practices to light through
the combination of data-rich computational techniques with tradi-
tional critical methods to examine the digital archive of the En-
lightenment period. 1 Specifically, this paper explores the use of
new large-scale text reuse detection and network analysis to iden-
tify intertextual ‘influencers’ in a large heterogeneous collection
of 18th-century French texts.

Methodology

Overall, our aim is to trace the circulation of 18th-century pas-
sages as a network, while, at the same time, identifying network
‘profiles’ that challenge traditional author-centric and/or canoni-
cal literary histories. 2 To do so, we constructed a preliminary
corpus of 734 works drawn from the ARTFL-Frantext corpus of
French literature and published between 1686 and 1799. 3 We then
used the Text-PAIR sequence alignment system to run a pair-wise
comparison of each text and identify shared sequences of n-grams,
in this case using trigrams (n=3) as our default lexical representa-
tion. 4 The resulting alignment database contained 4,671 pairs of
likely similar passages (see Fig. 1) with their metadata, which was
then extracted from Text-PAIR as a static JSON file for further
analysis.

Figure 1. Identified alignment of Condillac and Voltaire via Text-PAIR.

We then constructed several semi-automatic filters in an effort to
reduce noisy or unwanted passages (formulaic expressions, near-
duplicates, paratexts, etc.) from our alignments, and generated
both filtered and unfiltered passage networks for further analysis.
We turned to network analysis as a way of understanding complex
systems, drawing inspiration from ‘actor-network theory’ (ANT)
as a method for identifying and tracing networks of influence or
‘meditation’ (see Latour 2007 and Latour et al. 2012). We tested
several network analysis and visualisation tools, including the Py-
thon libraries Networkx, 5 Pyvis, 6 and Gravis, 7 as well as the po-
pular platform Gephi, 8 before ultimately settling on Networkx ba-
sed on its capacity for easy data manipulation, graph calculations,
and visualisation. Two networks were generated: one with authors

as nodes, and the other based on individual works, with edges of
1,292 and 1,507 passage-pairs respectively.

Preliminary results

Our two text reuse networks were analysed using standard force-
directed graph measures: degree, in-degree, out-degree, weighted
node/edge betweenness, closeness and PageRank centralities. 9

Following Text-PAIR logic (which is based on matches from chro-
nologically previous ‘sources’ to later ‘targets’), the first graphs
were directed from nodes with quoted works or authors (sources)
towards nodes containing similar passages (targets). This type of
model tends to over-emphasise the importance of the target nodes
in our network, i.e., those quoting rather than being quoted. We
thus decided, somewhat counter-intuitively, to reverse the direc-
tionality of our graphs, rendering nodes that generate the most reu-
ses more relevant than those that reuse others, meaning that the
most quoted authors/texts should have the largest number of in-
coming edges. Structured in this way, the above graph centrality
measures helped us define three types of author/text functions:

1.  Authorities (high in-degree, high PageRank, low between-
ness)

Authors/texts that are highly cited/reused but that do not
cite/reuse others. This is largely a function of chronology,
as many late 17th- and early 18th-century authors/texts are
included in this category, e.g., Boileau (Fig. 2), Bossuet, or
Fontenelle.

Figure 2. Graph measures for Boileau as an example of an Authority.

2.  Mediators (high betweenness,  closeness, and local clustering
coefficient)

Authors/texts that comment, compare, or critique other sour-
ces, e.g., literary or cultural ‘critics’ such as Jean-François
Marmontel, Louis-Sébastien Mercier (Fig. 3) and Phil-
ippe-Louis Gérard.
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Figure 3. Graph measures for Mercier as an example of a Mediator.

3.  Observers (low graph measures with possible average out-de-
gree/degree)

Author/texts that are rarely cited/reused and that tend to be-
long to the periphery of the network, but that nonetheless cite/
reuse others extensively. Here again chronology plays a role,
with later authors such as Augustin Barruel and the Marquis
de Sade belonging to this category along with more classic
‘observers’ such as the Comte de Caylus (Fig. 4).

Figure 4. Graph measures for Caylus as an example of an Observer.

Outliers

Along with these more general network profiles, we identified
several outliers in the network that warranted further investiga-
tion:

1.  Influencers: i.e., authors/texts with high values for all centra-
lity and clustering measures. These nodes share the qualities
and functions of both an authority and a mediator, serving as
a reference for the most part of the network members and as a
bridge between different literary communities. Voltaire is the
most obvious influencer in our network (Fig. 5).

Figure 5. Graph measures for Voltaire as an example of an Influencer.

2.  Noise: the combination of unproportionally high and low va-
lues can help detect problems in network and identify ‘noise’:
i.e., near-duplicate texts and clusters of false-positive matches
such as formulaic text that occurs across many documents but
that bears no genetic relationship (paratextual elements, pu-
blishing boilerplates, privilege du roi, etc.). Statistical me-
thods for outlier detection can thus be combined with quali-
tative contextual historical analysis to identify and eliminate
this ‘noise’ from our text reuse networks. For example, high
measures for Antoine Galland led us to examine our corpus
and identify a near-duplicate of his 1704 Mille et une nuits
published anonymously in 1716 under the title Vieilles nou-
velles rajeunies, among other paratextual noise (Figs. 6 and
7).

Figure 6. High PageRank and very low betweenness centrality for Galland in an
unfiltered graph.
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Figure 7. Galland’s work “Mille et une nuits” (duplicate) as an outlier in an un-
filtered graph (per work).

Future work

As our project moves forward, the above observations will need
to be projected on larger-scale text reuse networks, based on data
that contains OCR errors, differing metadata schemes, and other
types of ‘noise’. As we have seen, network analysis enables us to
identify and reduce this noise and to classify an increased number
of network members based on network profiles. Scalable networks
will also be introduced using clustering techniques to extract smal-
ler networks. This will allow us to model specific literary commu-
nities, and, by focussing on the relationships of cluster centres, to
study the mechanics of information transfer within our networks.

Notes

1. See https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/101043369.
2. Our notion of ‘network profiles’ is borrowed from (Ahnert
and Ahnert 2015).
3.  Our thanks to the University of Chicago’s ARTFL Project for
providing us access to this dataset. See https://artfl-project.uchi-
cago.edu/content/artfl-frantext. For the purposes of DH2023, we
removed all works of theatre and correspondences, which tended
to generate an inordinate amount of false-positive alignments.
4. On Text-PAIR, see https://github.com/ARTFL-Project/text-
pair, and, more specifically, (Olsen et al. 2011; Roe 2012). Our
choice of matching parameters was based on past experience
using Text-PAIR, with flexible trigrams representing the best
trade-off between signal and noise.
5. https://networkx.org/.
6. https://pyvis.readthedocs.io/en/latest/.
7. https://robert-haas.github.io/gravis-docs/.
8. https://gephi.org/.
9. For an excellent synthesis of network analysis techniques for
humanities research, see Ahnert et al. 2020.
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Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI) as an organizational
framework is on the rise and in Latin America it has permeated
cultural institutions and public policies. In terms of the theory of
cultural networks, curatorial diversity may be defined as the pre-
sence of variety, manifested in several dimensions, with respect to
its actors, cultural objects, and connections. The proposed chapter
presents a new cultural analytics methodology to examine curato-
rial diversity and exemplifies it with an analysis of 3,382 reviews
of the Cultural and Bibliographical Bulletin, a cultural magazine
published by the Cultural Affairs Department of the Bank of the
Republic of Colombia (BanRepCultural).

This research responds to the challenge of measuring diversity
from a file when it is not feasible to survey or interview the people
involved, as is standard practice in DEI's organizational culture
methodologies (Romansky et al., 2021). The proposal argues that,
in the case of cultural institutions, curatorial diversity can be va-
lued both in deontological terms, in the sense that the offer of a
cultural institution must resemble the diversity of the society that
supports it, and utilitarian, since that a diverse cultural program
helps broaden cultural horizons and promotes cross-pollination in
the arts.
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